DESENSITIZED

2. LINLUCY ON RETURN 7 APR TOLD OF HER INTERVIEWS WITH DELESSEPS MORRISON IN WHICH HE SAID YDGORAS HAD BEEN INVITED USA AND WOULD PROBABLY TRAVEL 30 APR. LICOOKY TRIED IMPRESS MORRISON WITH HATRED PEOPLE GUAT FEEL FOR YDGORAS AND SERIOUS REPERCUSSIONS YDGORAS VISIT KENNEDY WOULD HAVE LATIN AMERICA. SHE THINKS MORRISON ACTING GOOD FAITH BUT LACKS INFO RE GUAT SIT AND NEG EFFECT VISIT YDGORAS WOULD HAVE AT TIME BRUTAL GOVT REPRESSION GUAT. THINKS VISIT WOULD EQUATE KENNEDY ADMIN IN MINDS. GUATS WITH PREVIOUS ADMIN WHICH IMPOSED CASTILLO ARNAS GOVT ON GUAT AND CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE PRESENT GUAT GOOD WILL KENNEDY ADMIN. LICOOKY SAID MORRISON TOLD HER GUAT DESK STATE ADVISED HIM SIT GUAT NOW NORMAL AND THAT FEW SMALL STUDENTS RiOTS WHICH TOOK PLACE FEW DAYS EARLIER NOW QUIETED. LICOOKY SAID SHE TOLD UNIDENTIFIED NY TIMES EDITOR TRUE GUAT SITUATION AND HE WROTE ARTICLE IN OPPOSITION INVITATION YDGORAS WHICH CAUSED TWO FAMOUS PEOPLE DEFEND YDGORAS IN LTRS DUE HIS POSN PUNTA DEL ESTE AND RE CUBA.

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
3. COMMENT: STATION MEXICO NOT MAKING ANY DISSEM OF ABOVE INFORMATION WHICH
OBVIOUSLY FROM TWO BIASED SOURCES. ABOVE SENT ONLY FOR INFO HQS AND GUAT.
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